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ABSTRACT
In this work, the electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) mechanism, in the case of a thin
wire parallel to a conducting cylinder of significantly larger diameter, has been studied.
The wire-cylinder geometry may be used in a wide range of applications as a corona
discharge generating pair, due to its simple structure and the highly inhomogeneous
electric field that can be generated under high voltage DC application, which, in turn, is
capable of producing significant EHD flow in air. The physical phenomenon of the
EHD effect has been studied through simulations, experiments and comparisons. The
operational parameters, such as the electric field and potential distribution, in variously
dimensioned electrode arrangements have been investigated, while their dependence on
geometrical characteristics of the electrodes, such as the electrode length, the electrode
gap and the emitter and collector electrode radii, has been examined. On this purpose,
both computer modelling and experimental studies have been conducted.
The electric field and potential distribution has been studied by implementing
Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The simulation results have shown that the maximum
electric field intensity (Emax) was mainly associated with the wire-cylinder radii ratio,
while the distance between the electrodes strongly affected the distribution along the
axis of the gap. Further analysis of the results has shown that Emax may be estimated by
an empirical formula which was found to be satisfactory in all cases. An approximate
technique for the determination of the unipolar saturation current limit, based on the
analysis of the electric field lines has been proposed and the model has been verified
through experiments, which have shown that the wire-cylinder unipolar corona
discharge current is closely related to the specified theoretical limits.
The experimental study of the EHD flow has shown that the corona discharge
current is related to the applied voltage through a quadratic relationship following the
well-known Townsend’s general model. The ionic wind velocity found to be an
approximately linear function of the applied voltage and proportional to the square root
of the discharge current, while on the other hand, a linear relationship between the
generated thrust and the corona discharge current has been determined. In all cases, the
electromechanical efficiency and the thrust efficiency, which is frequently used as an
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
According to literature, it is widely accepted that an electro-hydrodynamic (EHD)
effect results when high voltage is applied across a pair of electrodes having
substantially different radii of curvature e.g. a sharply pointed electrode and a larger
radius electrode [1]. The EHD phenomenon with corona-generated charged particles has
been known for a long time [2-4], but only in the modern era considered for practical
engineering applications [5, 6]. The first quantitative analysis was made in 1899, where
Chattock came to a verifiable relationship through experiments between pressure and
current, for a system of plane parallel electrodes [7]. However, the first printed books
about the dielectric phenomena and electricity in gases were published a little later and
they were the result of extensive work and research. Townsend [8] and Peek [9]
provided knowledge for the properties of gaseous, liquid and solid insulations and
methods of utilizing these properties to the best advantage in the problems of high
voltage engineering. Subsequently, the mechanism of corona wind formation and
critical parameters such as corona inception voltage (CIV) and breakdown voltage
(BDV) of the air gap were treated extensively.
1.1 THE EHD EFFECT AND ITS APPLICATIONS
The high intensity of the electric field in the vicinity of a high voltage electrode
with substantially small radius causes gaseous ionization in the surrounding air. The
initiation of corona discharge above a specific threshold voltage (corona inception
voltage), results in space charge accumulation which, in turn, produces current flow
(corona discharge current) as the molecules of ionized air drift towards the collector.
As shown in figure 1-1, during their motion, charged ions collide with neutral air
molecules and atoms which lie along their path, thus transferring their momentum and
generating a flow towards the collector, known as “ionic” or “electric” wind [10].
The net result of the EHD effect is the production of flow without any moving
parts, characterized by low power consumption, not only in air, but also in other
dielectric fluids [11, 12]. At the same time a unidirectional thrust appears in the
direction towards the emitter, regardless of the electrode polarity and seems to be
proportional to the amount of energy stored in the electric field in the area between the
two electrodes [13].
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Figure 1-1 Gas molecules surrounding the HV electrode are ionized by the high electric
field intensity at the tip, forming an ion stream between the emitter and collector
electrodes, thus creating an EHD flow.
Generally, corona discharge is characterized by two regions; a small region very
close to the surface of the emitter electrode, the so-called ionization region, and the drift
region where the ionized gas molecules are forced towards the collector electrode [14].
The corona mechanism can be simply described as a self-maintained electrical gaseous
discharge. The discharge system (see figures 1-2 and 1-3) consists of a high voltage
electrode (emitter) surrounded by an ionization region where free charge carriers are
produced, a low-field drift region where charged particles drift and react (corona gap)
and a grounded electrode (collector), with significantly larger radius compared to the
emitter, where charged particles reach and get neutralized. The polarity of the corona is
positive or negative depending on the polarity of the voltage applied to the discharge
electrode.
The general equation for the charge density and the discharge current is a
nonlinear differential equation, which cannot be solved analytically except for certain
highly symmetric electrode arrangements [12, 15]. On the other hand, several empirical
formulae have been proposed describing the current-voltage characteristics of corona
discharges in various electrode configurations e.g. coaxial cylinders, point-ring, rod-
plane, point-pot, point-plane and wire-plane arrangements [16-23]. These corona gaps
are commonly studied and serve well as benchmarks for corona discharge formulae (see
figure 1-4). Positive coronas have been proved to be more stable and more efficient than
negative ones, within the narrow range between the corona inception voltage and the
breakdown voltage of the gap between the electrodes [24-27].
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Figure 1-2 Positive DC Corona Discharge in coaxial wire-cylinder electrode geometry
(the radius a, indicates the outer boundary of the ionization region).
Figure 1-3 Point-to-plane corona gap. Space-charge-saturated field line (left half) and
Laplacian (right half) systems sketched in [14].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-4 (a) Positive corona in ambient air between coaxial cylinders (b) Corona
current vs corona voltage, for a point-to-plane and a point­to-pot gap in ambient air,
compared with the unipolar saturation current curves.
The EHD phenomenon has not yet been investigated in different configurations
and therefore its full potential for practical applications remains undetermined.
However, in the 21st century there has been a growing interest over researching the
EHD effects for various engineering applications. Nowadays, the EHD effect is widely
used in a number of commercial, industrial and research applications such as
electrostatic precipitation (see figure 1-5), painting, spraying and coating [28-31] and
generally applications where small particle or droplet motion control is needed [32-34].
Unipolar coronas contain ions of one sign only and that is the main reason for their
extended use in electrostatic apparatuses.
Figure 1-5 Sketch of a laboratory electrostatic precipitator.
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Significant research efforts have been made in order to improve the understanding
of the impact of corona discharges on air flows [25, 26, 35-40]. Other potential
applications, such as dielectric pumping [41-43], enhancement of heat transfer in
cooling [44, 45] as well as propulsion applications [46-53] and micro-scale mechanisms
[54-56], appeared only recently, driven by increased ecological awareness and market
needs (see figures 1-6 and 1-7).
Figure 1-6 Different types of Ion thrusters.
Figure 1-7 Schematic representation of the flow control electro-hydrodynamic actuator.
Velkoff pioneered the EHD cooling, by examining enhanced natural convection
using an ionic wind generated by a wire-plate arrangement [57-59], but similar
arrangements have been studied also by others [60-62]. The use of a corona discharge as
a blower for duct flow between two parallel plates has also been suggested [63, 64].
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As displayed in figures 1-8 and 1-9, EHD devices reduced to micro scale
dimensions have been proposed for on-chip thermal management of electronic devices
[65-72]. Such devices may appear very simple to design and are able to operate silently
even for the most difficult geometrical configurations [73-78].
(a) (b)
Figure 1-8 EHD cooling device (a) Schematic of the device, with the emitter electrode
at the far left and the collectors are two parallel plates (b) prototype with EHD blower
and miniature high voltage power supply (HVPS) [65].
(a) (b)
Figure 1-9 Structure of an EHD pump (a) schematic (b) prototype [73].
The EHD effect may also be used in applications such surface treatment [79],
pollution control [80], cooling augmentation [81], ozone generation [82] and even
agricultural applications [83]. However, all these applications require maximizing the
EHD flow velocity [84-87].
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On the other hand, certain drawbacks should be pointed out, such as the
sensitivity of EHD flow to environmental conditions like humidity, pressure, and
temperature, which also affect the breakdown voltage of the dielectric medium [1, 8, 9].
Another drawback is that the EHD flow can be generated in a limited range of the
applied high voltage, between the corona inception voltage and the breakdown voltage
of the electrode gap [24].
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to demonstrate and validate the physical aspects of the
EHD mechanism through simulations, experiments and comparisons in the case of a
wire-cylinder electrode configuration under HV DC application. The operational
parameters of the EHD effect, such as the electric field and potential distribution, in
variously dimensioned electrode arrangements will be investigated, while their
dependence on geometrical characteristics of the electrodes, such as the electrode
length, the electrode gap and the emitter and collector radii, will be examined. In
addition, the critical physical parameters of the EHD effect will be determined. On this
purpose, both computer modelling and experimental studies will be conducted.
There are several applications in which wire-cylinder configurations are being
used as EHD flow generation mechanisms [88-91], while they also might find future
use in other applications, where other electrode arrangements are being used [25, 39-
41]. Due to the simple structure and the highly non-uniform electric field that is
produced under high voltage application, the wire-cylinder configuration could be an
electrode pair for many other possible applications as well; however, the wire-cylinder
air gaps have not been thoroughly investigated. In addition, a large number of
computational studies in such non-uniform electric fields may be found in literature [11,
12, 28, 36, 48, 49, 68-71, 80, 89]. However, there is no study available for the wire-
cylinder electrode pair.
The parallel wire-cylinder geometry may be used in a wide range of applications
as a corona discharge generation pair, due to the highly inhomogeneous electric field
that can be produced under HV DC application, which, in turn, is capable of generating
significant EHD flow.
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The study of the EHD effect and its extensions is still far from mature, and offers
many opportunities for both, incremental and possibly even revolutionary
developments, in order to study potential applications and derive benefits.
1.3 METHODOLOGY
The electric field and potential distribution in typical wire-cylinder electrode
arrangements, under HV DC application, will be studied by implementing the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). For this purpose, open source FEA modelling software
F.E.M.M. (Finite Element Method Magnetics) ver. 4.2 and dedicated Multiphysics
software COMSOL ver. 4.3a will be used. The applied mesh parameters will be
optimized in terms of accuracy and processing power in both cases. For accuracy
verification purposes, simulation results will be compared with reference results coming
from well-known geometries where analytical formulas can be found in bibliography
and resemble the wire-cylinder electrode arrangement. Numerical analysis will be
carried out on the field intensity along the gap axis, considering different geometrical
characteristics of the electrodes, which play the most important role in the spatial
distribution of the electric field. A formula for the maximum electric field intensity
approximation will be proposed based on a detailed analysis of all simulation results.
The distribution of the electric field lines connecting the wire-cylinder electrodes
will also be determined by FEA, in terms of each line’s shaping and total length. In fact,
these lines could be specified as imaginary particle trajectories. The calculation of each
field line length will be performed by tracing the trajectories of particles from the
surface of the emitter electrode to the surface of the collector electrode. The acquired
data will be treated theoretically in order to calculate the saturation current density as
well as the total saturation unipolar corona current limit.
Experiments will be conducted so as to determine the relationship between the
electric corona discharge current and the applied high voltage, as well as the current’s
dependence on geometrical characteristics of the electrodes such as the electrode length,
the electrode gap and the emitter and collector radii. Due to the fact that the corona
discharge is a rather complex phenomenon, some expressions which have been
proposed for the current-voltage characteristics in well-known geometries and serve
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well as benchmarks for corona discharge formulae, will be examined. The experimental
outcomes will be used in order to define which formula best fits the wire-cylinder
arrangement. Further analysis of the results will lead to an expression for the corona
current coefficient as a function of the wire-cylinder distance and the wire and cylinder
radii. In addition, the Corona Inception Voltage (CIV) in each case will be
experimentally determined and the results will be verified with simulation results, as
well as with empirical values.
Based on simulation and experimental results, a model will be proposed for the
determination of the ionic unipolar corona saturation current in parallel wire-cylinder
electrodes in the air, based on the geometrical characteristics of the electric field lines
distributing in the space surrounding the electrodes, under HV DC application.
The maximum values of ionic wind velocity will be measured with a hot-wire
anemometer in order to determine the relationship between the electric corona discharge
current, the ionic wind velocity and the applied high voltage, as well as their
dependence on geometrical parameters of the wire-cylinder electrodes. Parametric
analysis will be carried out in order to define the dependence of the wind velocity, the
function of geometry and the discharge cross section, on geometrical characteristics of
the electrodes. In all cases, an upper limit for the wind velocity will be defined
assuming single carrier conduction. Based on the experimental findings, an expression
for the discharge cross section will be derived for the case of a wire-cylinder electrode
configuration. The electromechanical efficiency of the wire-cylinder electrode setup
will be determined and will be compared with other results found in bibliography for
different electrode geometries.
Measurements of the generated thrust due to the EHD effect will be made with a
precision balance in order to determine the relationship between the generated thrust
and the corona discharge current. A ‘field coefficient’ will be introduced as a measure
of the electric field inhomogeneity. In this case also, the maximum electromechanical
efficiency and the thrust efficiency, which is frequently used as an overall performance
evaluation factor, will be evaluated and discussed accordingly.
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1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The thesis is composed of an Introduction, four Chapters, Conclusions and a list
of References. It consists of 142 pages, 17 tables and 73 figures, while the list of
references includes 136 entities.
In Chapter 2, the theoretical aspects of the EHD effect have been presented. The
EHD flow parameters such as the electric field, the positive corona discharge current,
the corresponding ionic wind and the generated thrust due to the reaction force have
been presented.
In Chapter 3, the experiment is introduced. The electrode geometry, the FEA
model along with the governing equations, the modelling parameters and the
verification of the mesh formation are presented. Moreover the experimental setup is
described analytically.
Chapter 4 includes the FEA simulation results and discussion, as well as the
proposed formula for Emax in the case of wire-cylinder arrangement. In addition, the
FEA field line lengths, the saturation current density limit and the unipolar saturation
current limit have been derived.
In Chapter 5, the experimental results are presented and discussed based on the
EHD flow parameters such as the corona discharge current, the ionic wind velocity and
the generated thrust and their dependence on geometrical parameters of the wire-
cylinder electrodes.
In Chapter 6, the conclusions of the study are presented and discussed.
The main results of the thesis have been published in form of papers in scientific
journals, international conference proceedings and in one chapter of a book. Six (6)
papers have been published in journals such as the IOP Journal of Plasma Science and
Technology, the IEEE Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, the ACTA
International Journal of Power and Energy Systems and the International Journal of
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Circuits Systems and Signal Processing. Six (6) papers have been presented in
International Conferences such as the 1st Europment International Conference on
Applied Mathematics and Computational Methods in Engineering in Rhodes, Greece,
the 6th WSEAS International Conference on Recent Advances in Finite Differences and
Applied & Computational Mathematics in Vouliagmeni, Greece, the 7th WSEAS
International Conference on Recent Researches in Information Science and
Applications in Milan, Italy, the 10th IASTED European Conference on Power and
Energy Systems in Crete, Greece and the 1st International Conference on Circuits,
Systems, Communications, Computers and Applications in Iasi, Romania. One (1)
paper has been published as a chapter in the Springer volume Computational Problems
in Engineering, Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering. Finally, a publication offer for
the thesis in the form of a book came from LAP (Lambert Academic Publishing)
International Publishing House, which showed interest after examining several
published papers.
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CHAPTER 2 - THEORETICAL ASPECTS
2.1 ELECTRIC FIELD
In response to an increasing demand for electrical energy, operating transmission
level voltages have increased considerably over the last decades. Designers are therefore
forced to reduce the size and weight of electrical equipment in order to remain
competitive. This, in turn, is possible only through a thorough understanding of the
properties of insulating materials and knowledge of electric fields and methods of
controlling the electric stress [92].
The electric field describes the electric force experienced by a motionless
positively charged particle at any point in space relative to the source of the field. The
concept of an electric field was introduced by Faraday [3].
The electric field strength is the key parameter that defines the behaviour of
insulating materials under high electric field stress. The electric stress to which an
insulating structure is subjected is numerically equal to the negative voltage gradient:
(2.1)
where E is the electric field intensity (V/m) and V (V) is the applied voltage. The
negative sign arises as positive charges repel, so a positive charge will experience a
force away from the positively charged conductor, in the opposite direction to that in
which the voltage increases.
On the other hand, the electric strength of an insulating material can be defined as
the maximum dielectric stress which the material can withstand. The electric breakdown
strength of insulating materials depends on a variety of parameters e.g. pressure,
temperature, humidity, electrode material and geometry, as well as surface impurities
and imperfections (see figure 2-1).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-1 (a) Paschen’s breakdown voltage-pd (p is the pressure and d is the electrode
gap) characteristics [93] and (b) dependence of the breakdown voltage on the cathode
materials.
Electric field distribution
The study of the electric field distribution is of great importance for the design
and dimensioning of high voltage equipment [94-97]. In a uniform field, as shown in
figure 2-2, the electric field is constant at every point and can be approximated by
placing two conducting plates parallel to each other and maintaining the potential
difference between them.
Figure 2-2 A uniform electric field between charged parallel plate conductors.
Non uniform electric fields (see figure 2-3) stress the insulants unevenly; hence
the electric strength is reduced. A non-uniform field configuration may apply excessive
stress at certain locations (e.g. at the conductor’s surface).
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Figure 2-3 Electric field distribution in a non-uniform field gap [92].
There are many methods for determining the potential distribution in order to
define the stress and strength of insulating materials [95]. Field sketching (as shown in
figure 2-4) is a valuable, rather outdated and emphasized on FEA methods technique for
estimating the electric field distribution in one plane of an electrode assembly. In many
practical cases it is possible by using some simple rules to plot the field lines and the
equipotentials. The resistive film and conducting paper technique, as well as the
electrolytic tank method, rely on the fact that the conduction of the current between
conductors in liquids can be used as an analogue in the electric field distribution in HV
dielectrics.
Figure 2-4 Field sketching technique [92].
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Approximations from known geometries, is a method using practical electrode
configurations from geometries for which analytical solutions exist (e.g. concentric
cylinders and spheres, parallel wires and wire-plane air gaps) [97].
The maximum field intensity, in the case of concentric cylinders and spheres may
be given as [92]:
(2.2)
(2.3)
where r1, r2 are the inner and outer cylinder radii and R1, R2 the inner and outer sphere
radii respectively.
The analytical formula for the maximum field intensity, in the case of identical
parallel wires arrangement is [92]:
(2.4)
On the other hand, the maximum field intensity, in the case of wire-plane
geometry, is [92]:
(2.5)
where r is the wire radius and d the electrode gap.
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In most practical cases, two field quantities may be defined. These are the
maximum field strength Emax and the mean value of the field strength Eav. With these
two quantities a ‘field efficiency factor’ (field utilization factor) f can be derived. In this
way it is possible to estimate the breakdown voltage of a wide variety of electrode and
insulation system geometries by using known breakdown data (see figure 2-5) [92].
(2.6)
(2.7)
Figure 2-5 Field utilization factor for various air gaps.
The experimental measurement of the field strength in air gaps is in fact difficult
and not quite accurate, due to the presence of sensing elements which may affect the
distribution of the electric field. On the other hand, computer methods can provide
instant and accurate results and are capable of solving problems in more complex
conditions. Some of the most commonly used software applications implement the
Finite Difference Method (FDM) and the Finite Element Method (FEM) as shown in
figure 2-6 [97, 98].
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Figure 2-6 Finite Difference Method (FDM) and Finite Element Method (FEM).
Despite the large number of computational studies of the electric field distribution
in uniform and non-uniform electric fields at different electrode configurations found in
literature [11, 12, 28, 36, 48, 49, 68-71, 80, 89, 97-105], there is no study available for
the wire-cylinder electrode arrangement.
2.2 CORONA DISCHARGE
At normal temperature and pressure, gases are excellent insulators. The insulating
character of air for example is taken for granted in HV applications [92]. In the absence
of electric field, the rate of electron and positive ion generation in an ordinary gas is
counterbalanced by decay processes and a state of equilibrium exists. This state of
equilibrium will be upset upon the application of a sufficiently high electric field.
In a uniform electric field, a gradual increase in voltage across a gap produces a
breakdown of the gap in the form of a spark without any preliminary discharges. On the
other hand, if the field is non-uniform, an increase in voltage will first cause a localised
discharge in the gas to appear at points with the highest electric field intensity, namely
at sharp points or where the electrodes are curved on transmission line conductors. The
variation of the current measurements between two parallel plate electrodes was first
studied as a function of the applied voltage by Townsend [8]. Townsend found that the
current at first increased proportionally with the applied voltage and then remained
nearly constant at a value which corresponded to the saturation current. Further increase
of the applied voltage led to an exponential increase of current. The general pattern of
the current-voltage relationship is shown in figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7 Current-voltage characteristic in pre-spark region.
The breakdown corresponds to the establishment of a conductive channel between
the electrodes. At low pressures, breakdown occurs with a silent spark. At high
pressures, the spark is bright and noisy. The type of discharge that follows spark
breakdown depends on the gas pressure, the gap length and geometrical form of the
electrodes, the nature of the applied voltage and the constants of the external circuit.
The Townsend sparking criterion defines the onset of a process when each primary
electron produces one secondary electron which can carry the process. The production
of electrons becomes independent and there is self-sustained discharge that is termed
corona. This form of discharge can be observed as a bluish luminance, it is always
accompanied by a hissing noise, and the air surrounding the corona region is converted
to ozone [8, 9].
Corona discharges result in considerable power losses from HV transmission
lines, radio interferences and corrosion of adjacent solid insulating materials, long
before complete breakdown occurs. These discharges often lead to deterioration or
complete breakdown of the insulation [1]. On the other hand the sustainable corona
discharge process is widely used as the source of unipolar ions in a number of
laboratory and industrial applications as mentioned in Chapter 1-1.
In order for corona discharges to initiate, the surrounding air near sharp high
voltage electrodes needs to be ionized. In this way an ‘ionization region’ is defined and
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extends from the outer surface of the high voltage electrode up to a short distance a,
depending on its radius of curvature. The ionization region for two identical parallel
cylindrical conductors can be calculated as:
(2.8)
where r (cm) is the radius of the conductors [9].
Once the field intensity (potential gradient) around the emitting electrode is high
enough and free electrons are massively produced in the overstressed ‘ionization
region’, which becomes in fact fully conductive, then corona discharges initiate. The
threshold voltage for the corona discharges (Corona Inception Voltage) between two
parallel conductors has been investigated by Peek who thereby developed some well-
known empirical formulae [9]:
(2.9)
where mu represents the wire roughness factor (mu=1 for smooth polished wires), g0 is
the air’s dielectric strength (~3·106 V/m), d (m) is the electrode gap and δ is the air
density factor:
(2.10)
where P and T are the pressure in cm of mercury and temperature in °C respectively.
Successful attempts have been made since then, to relate the inception of the
corona discharges with geometry and environmental parameters [107-110], but the
parallel wire-cylinder arrangement has not been studied.
After the corona initiation, space charge accumulates in the vicinity of the high
voltage electrode, which in turn produces current flow (corona discharge current) as
ionized air molecules drift towards the collector (grounded electrode) due to the forces
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of the electric field. The drift region across the gap may be regarded as a passive
resistance in series with the ionization region which has very low resistance.  This is the
main reason for the exceptional stability of positive coronas [14]. Unipolar coronas
contain ions of one sign only, which is the main reason for their extended use in
electrostatic apparatus (precipitators, separators etc.). Although the corona discharge is
a rather complex phenomenon, various formulas for the corona current intensity I have
been proposed in bibliography [1, 8, 9, 15-21, 32-34, 111-115]. The most known
expressions are given below:
(2.11)
(2.12)
where I (A) is the corona discharge current, V (V) is the applied voltage, V0 (V) is the
corona inception voltage (CIV) in each case and k, A (A/V2) are coefficients related to
ion mobility, dielectric permittivity and geometrical characteristics of the electrodes.
Equations (2.11) and (2.12) are also known as Townsend's formulae [8].
A short discussion on coefficients A and k follows:
Coefficient A
For coaxial cylindrical geometry, coefficient A was approximated by Cooperman [111]:
(2.13)
where μ is the ion mobility (1.8 - 2.2·10-4 m2/V∙s in air) [112, 113], ε0 is the dielectric
permittivity of the medium (8.85·10-12 F/m for air) and r, R (m) are the radii of the inner
and outer cylinder, respectively.
Cooperman also derived an expression for coefficient A in the case of a wire
placed halfway between two parallel plates:
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(2.14)
where d (m) is the distance from the wire to the plate and r (m) is the wire radius.
Coefficient k
As far as coefficient k is concerned, some approximations introduce an expression
for a rod-plane geometry [114]:
(2.15)
as well as a formula in the case of coaxial cylinders arrangement [115]:
(2.16)
2.3 UNIPOLAR SATURATION CURRENT
The unipolar saturation current is of great importance, whereas exceeding this
limit results in bipolar conduction phenomena like streamers, which may lead to
undesirable instabilities or even breakdown and are considered the worst EMI
(Electromagnetic Interference) offender [14]. The determination of the ionic unipolar
saturation current can be made by estimating the contribution of all electric field lines
emerging from the emitting electrode and reaching the collector. The main complication
in these cases is the treatment of the generated space charges which affect the electric
field distribution. On the other hand, all different charged species which affect the total
space charge distribution should be considered. Subsequently, the general equations for
the space charge density and the electric discharge current are in fact nonlinear integro-
differential expressions, which are very difficult to be solved even for relatively simple
geometries [91].
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According to Sigmond [14, 116], an approximation can be made to simplify this
complex problem; unipolar ions drifting without diffusion with constant mobility can be
considered. This is realistic in the case of electrical coronas where ionization is only
confined in a small volume around the emitting electrode where the electric field is
high, while, on the other hand, ions move towards the collecting electrode crossing the
drift region, where the electric field is comparatively low [116]. In fact ions coming
from the ionization region are "injected" into the drift region which is characterized by
Ohmic behaviour, regarding the current flow. Therefore, assuming unipolar ions of
positive polarity (positive coronas) with constant mobility μ, drifting with space charge
density ρ(t) versus time, we can get to the unipolar charge drift formula which is valid
along any field line connecting the electrodes [14]:
(2.17)
where ρ0=ρ(t0) is the charge density at the ionization zone.
Considering a single ion flow tube (see figure 2-8) corresponding to such a line of
length Lfl, the saturation unipolar ion density ρLfl=ρ(t0+t) is obtained at the line's end, at
its point of incidence on the collector's surface after the drift time t required for the ions
to cross the gap between the electrodes.
Figure 2-8 An ion flow tube, with area A0 to Afl at a position coordinate [14].
For a given voltage drop V along the line, these ions travel along it, moving under
the field force, with average velocity [32, 33]:
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(2.18)
Since ρ0 at the ionization region is in all cases much greater than ρ we have ρ0-
ρ≈ρ0, so substituting in equation (2.17):
(2.19)
There is a saturation limit js to the unipolar drift current density along any field
line of length Lfl, crossing a gap of voltage V [14]. As:
(2.20)
substituting from (2.20) we finally get:
(2.21)
In fact, equation (2.21) represents the contribution of every single field line to the
total corona drift current between the electrodes and can be used as a simplified
approximation for the estimation of the current density distribution over the collecting
electrode. The total corona drift current can then easily be estimated by integrating the
current density over the whole surface of this electrode.
2.4 CURRENT DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
The first experimental indication of the peculiarities of unipolar space-charge-
saturated ion drift was obtained by Warburg in 1899 [117, 118]. The current density
distribution j(θ) over the plane in stationary point-plane discharges (see figure 2.9) was
reported that followed the following formula closely:
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(2.22)
where θ, is the emerging angle and js0 is the maximum current density at θ=0..
This so-called Warburg distribution has since been amply confirmed and stands
over a large range of corona currents and point-to-plane distances, although minor
irregularities may occur near the axis [33]. The value of m is usually set equal to 5. For
θ angles greater than 60° the current density usually falls rather abruptly to zero,
indicating that field lines so far from the axis do not connect with the ionization region.
Figure 2-9 A typical point-plane corona geometry, with positive point. The surface a = 0
marks the outer limit of the ionization region [33].
2.5 IONIC WIND
The current that arises in the vicinity of the anode during the discharge, injects
unipolar charges which drift towards the cathode with a speed uD (m/s) proportional to
the mean electric field as shown in equation (2.18).
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During their drift along the electric field lines, charged ions collide with neutral
air molecules and atoms, thus transferring their momentum and causing the ionic wind
effect. The resulting wind is a combination of charged ions that drift towards the
collector and neutral particles that gained momentum by collisions. The positively
charged atoms and molecules have their charge neutralized when they reach the cathode
and stop there, but the neutral particles, which acquired kinetic energy during the
collisions, continue their travel even further.
The first expression of the ionic wind velocity has been derived by Robinson [6]:
(2.23)
where kG (m-1/2) is a geometrical factor, ρgas (kg/m3) is the gas density and Ι (A) is the
positive corona discharge current.
Sigmond and Lagstadt [119] introduced the function of the electrode gap d (m)
and the discharge cross section Acs (m2) and fulfilled an expression for the ionic wind
velocity:
(2.24)
In the case of the wire-cylinder arrangement, where the electric field is not
uniform along the axis of the gap, the discharge cross section is a function of the
distance between the wire and the cylinder. Thus, an expression for the discharge cross
section Acs may be derived from (2.23) and (2.24), by means of the electrode gap d and





Since drifting ions transfer their momentum to neutral air molecules by collisions
taking place along their drift path [120] one could expect that the ion drift velocity is
directly proportional to the air velocity generated by the moving neutral molecules
downward the collector (see equation 2.18). In this way, an upper limit for the wind
velocity may be defined, assuming single carrier conduction [121]:
(2.26)
where uDmax (m/s) is the maximum ionic wind velocity and jsat (A/m2) is the saturation
current density over the cylindrical electrode.
2.6 GENERATED THRUST
As mentioned above, the corona current, flowing from the emitter towards the
collector generates an air flow (ion wind) in the same direction, as moving positive ions
collide with neutral air molecules, exchanging their momentum and, finally,
accelerating them. The generated thrust is in fact a reaction force against the field force,
so it can be approximated  by the sum of all electric field forces acting on moving ions
as follows [122]:
(2.27)
where F (N) is the generated thrust due to the EHD effect, ni is the ion density, Acs (m2)
is the discharge cross section, d is the gap length (m), e is the unit charge (charge of an
electron) and E (V/m) is the mean electric field.
The total charge Q can then be expressed as:
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(2.28)
and the discharge current as :
(2.29)
From equations (2.27), (2.29) we finally get the following expression [122]:
(2.30)
Equation (2.30) represents the relationship between the generated thrust and the
corona discharge current in a uniform electric field with a constant discharge cross
section Acs. In the case of a wire-cylinder arrangement, the electric field is not uniform
along the axis of the gap, so the discharge cross section is a function of the distance d
between the wire and the cylinder. Thus, the thrust could be expressed as:
(2.31)
where Vwc (m3) represents an 'equivalent' ionic flow volume in the case of wire-cylinder
arrangement (see figure 2-10) and Eav (V/m) is the average electric field intensity within
this volume.
By combining equations (2.30) and (2.31), we have:
(2.32)




where Vhom (m3) is the ionic flow volume that should be considered for a homogeneous
electric field (e.g. between parallel plates) across the same gap d and voltage V, where
the mean field strength Ehom would be equal to the ratio V/d. It should be noted that fc
may be considered as a measure of the electric field inhomogeneity and equals 1 for a
totally homogeneous electric field.
Figure 2-10 Graphical representation (on plane) of the moving ions trajectories along
the field lines, which define the boundaries of the ionic flow volume.
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CHAPTER 3 - EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATIONS
The electric field and potential distribution in typical wire-cylinder electrode
arrangements, under HV DC application, will be studied by implementing the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). On this purpose, open source FEA modelling software
F.E.M.M. (Finite Element Method Magnetics) ver. 4.2 and dedicated Multiphysics
software COMSOL ver. 4.3a will be used.
On the other hand, experiments will be conducted so as to determine the
relationship between the electric corona discharge current, the corresponding ionic wind
velocity, the generated thrust due to the EHD effect and the applied high voltage, as
well as their dependence on geometrical characteristics of the electrodes such as the
electrode length, the electrode gap and the emitter and collector radii. In addition, the
CIV in each case will be experimentally determined and the results will be verified with
simulation results, as well as with empirical values.
3.1 ELECTRODE GEOMETRY
In order to study the EHD phenomenon in a wire-cylinder electrode arrangement,
a set of experimental assemblies were carefully prepared. The physical model of the
electrode configuration under examination is being displayed in figure 3-1.
The influence of the electrode material (e.g. copper, aluminum, steel, and zinc),
has no effect on the nature of the EHD effect [11], hence copper and aluminium have
been used for the wire-cylinder electrode fabrication. Each module consisted of a thin
polished copper wire with radius r (emitter) and an aluminum cylinder (collector) with
radius R, while the electrode length was L. Both electrodes were fixed on a polyethylene
frame parallel to each other, at distance d.
Since the corona discharge is strongly dependent on the electric field
inhomogeneity, which, in turn, controls the space charge generation by air ionization at




Figure 3-1 (a) The structure of the experimental module and (b) detailed diagram of the
module where the wire (emitter) and cylinder (collector) are shown.
Table 3-1 Geometrical characteristics of the wire-cylinder electrode pair - Dimensions.
Gap distance d (cm) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Wire radius r (μm) 30, 50, 100, 250, 400
Cylinder radius R (mm) 5, 10, 15, 20
Electrode length L (mm) 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
R/r ratio 12.5 - 667
d/r ratio 75 - 1667
The wire-cylinder electrode pair under consideration for the FEA modelling is
shown in figure 3-2. A thin wire of radius r is placed parallel to a cylinder with
significantly larger radius R, at distance d. The wire radius r, the cylinder radius R and
the air gap d between the electrodes are critical parameters which define the geometry
and, in this way, determine the electric field strength. In this study, r ranged between 1
and 500μm, R between 1 and 20mm, while the gap d between the electrodes ranged
between 1 and 10cm. In fact, the FEA model of the wire-cylinder electrodes shown in
figure 3-2 is an accurate representation of the manufactured real experimental modules




Figure 3-2 (a) Perspective plan of the electrodes arrangement in space and (b) simplified
planar model, due to longitudinal axis symmetry.
Theoretically, the electrodes of figure 3-2 may have infinite length, but due to the
longitudinal axis symmetry, the electric field or potential distribution may only change
in the radial direction, perpendicular to the wire or the cylinder surface, along the gap.
Therefore, this three-dimensional problem may be minimized into a two-dimensional
problem that requires a much smaller number of nodes and less computing power.
3.2 FEA MODEL
FEA modelling in electrostatics is based on the application of a set of differential
equations that describe the problem, considering certain boundary conditions, in order
to come to a unique solution.  FEA modelling breaks the problem down into a large
number of regions, each with a simple geometry (e.g. triangles), defined by a mesh with
a very large number of nodes. Then the problem is transformed from a small but
difficult to solve problem into a big but relatively easy to solve, involving a very large
number of unknown quantities.
In our case, fine modelling and analysis of the electric field strength in a wire-
cylinder electrode arrangement in atmospheric air, at normal conditions has been carried
out based on FEA techniques, considering the geometrical characteristics of the
electrodes.
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The mesh parameters of F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 have been thoroughly investigated in
order to optimize the applied mesh around the specific areas of interest, thus ensuring
the accuracy of the results. These areas may be the conductor’s surfaces, as well as the
inter-electrode region and especially the points along the line defining the shortest
distance d between the electrodes. On the other hand, the element size parameters of
COMSOL ver. 4.3a have been optimized for the resolution of correct generation of field
lines since the mesh formation may affect the field line distribution and lead to
inaccuracies.
In addition, the determination of the bounding box size is generally critical, since
a small box may affect the electric field distribution and lead to errors, or, on the other
hand, a large box may unnecessarily lead to a very large number of nodes, demanding
more processing power.
Governing Equations
In our case a typical electrostatics problem has been defined, which is governed
by the well-known Gauss’s and Poisson’s equations, assuming homogenous field and
steady state conditions [94-96]:
(3.1)
(3.2)
where E is the electric field intensity, V is the applied voltage, ρ is the space charge
density and ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of air. The electric field should satisfy the
charge conservation law:
(3.3)
where j is the current density. The latter is defined as:
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(3.4)
where u is the ion drift velocity and μ is the ion mobility. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4)
can be combined to obtain:
(3.5)
In theory, the physical problem is reduced to the mathematical problem of solving
equation (3.5) with the appropriate boundary conditions. This complex equation has
been solved analytically only for simple geometries where the voltage can be expressed
as a function of a single coordinate (e.g. concentric wire-cylinder setup [8]). In other
cases where two or more coordinates are required the problem becomes very hard to
treat symbolically; however numerical solutions can easily be found by FEA [123, 124].
The FEA method provides numerical results for the voltage distribution at each
node of the applied mesh. The electric field strength may then be easily determined by
(3.1) around the user-defined domain, where the mesh is constructed. In such a
computational analysis, the solver precision, the boundary conditions, the bounding box
size defining the domain and the mesh distribution are of great importance for the
accuracy of the results [125-128].
FEA Modelling Parameters
The FEA analysis is based on the solution of equation (3.5) for the potential V,
over the user defined domain with the user defined sources and boundary conditions. It
discretizes the problem domain using triangular elements, which form a mesh consisting
of a large number of nodes. The solution over each element is approximated by a linear
interpolation of the values of potential at the three vertices of the triangle [129]. In our
case, a two-dimensional planar electrostatic problem was defined with a solver precision
equal to 10-8.
Dirichlet conditions were explicitly defined on the problem’s boundaries [130].
The wire and cylinder outer surfaces were considered to be equipotentials with fixed
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voltages 1kV and 0V, respectively. Subsequently, all electric field strength results were
defined per kV of the applied voltage. Since the applied voltage may vary in practice,
valid results may be easily obtained in any case, by just multiplying the electric field
strength at 1kV, by the number of applied kilovolts. This can be easily explained by
equation (3.1). For example, considering any fixed pair of wire-cylinder electrodes with
1kV voltage difference, then, if V1(x, y) is the potential and E1(x, y) is the corresponding
electric field strength at any point (x, y), then, at αkV, the potential would be Va (x, y) =
aV1(x, y) and the corresponding electric field strength Ea (x, y) could be determined by
equation (3.1) as follows:
(3.6)
It becomes clear from the proportionality of equation 3.6, that the electric field
strength at akV equals a times the electric field at 1kV.
Due to the symmetry of the electrode geometry along the gap axis, half-plane
modelling has been applied. The problem’s domain was defined by the bounding box
shown in figure 3-3.  This box sets the limits of the surrounding dielectric medium,
which in our case was atmospheric air. The bounding box size was defined by the fixed
distances ABOX = kBOX · DBOX between its sides and the wire-cylinder electrodes, where
DBOX = 2r + d + 2R was the total length of the electrodes assembly (air gap included)
and kBOX was a scaling constant.
Figure 3-3 The model of the two electrodes and the bounding box of the surrounding
air, where the mesh is applied.
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Numerical analysis has been carried out on the electric field intensity for different
kBOX values in order to determine the ideal bounding box size which is critical, since the
electric field distribution may be affected by small boxes. The geometrical dimensions
of the electrodes were r=25μm, R=15mm and d=3cm, while the mesh formation
parameters were set on the program default values, as shown in table 3-2.
Table 3-2 F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 default values for the mesh parameters.
The simulation results showed that the maximum electric field intensity Emax
values converge with the box size. Similar results have been obtained for other
geometrical characteristics of the electrodes as well. Therefore, a suitable choice for the
bounding box size, taking into account the number of nodes as well (see figure 3-4),
would be for kBOX = 3, (ABOX = 3DBOX ) and can be considered as adequate for further
analysis. This value had been kept constant throughout all simulations.
Figure 3-4 Maximum field intensity and applied mesh nodes with kBOX (multiplier of
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There is a set of key parameters to the F.E.M.M. model so as to ensure proper
mesh formation. The mesh discretization at distances very close to the electrode
surfaces depends mainly on two parameters, the maximum arc segment degrees and the
minimum angle. These determine the size of the triangular elements near the outer
surface of the electrodes, where the electric field and voltage gradients get their
maximum values, thus demanding very fine analysis by a dense mesh. On the other
hand, the mesh distribution along the gap is a function of the local element size along
line parameter. The density of the mesh elements in other areas such as the inter-
electrode space away from the electrode surfaces are functions of another key
parameter, the mesh size.
The mesh generation, using the default F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 values for the mesh key
parameters, is presented in figure 3-5. The wire-cylinder electrode pair in this case also
had dimensions r=25μm, R=15mm, d=3cm and the bounding box size had a fixed
distance ABOX = 3DBOX away from the electrodes.
Figure 3-5 Generated mesh for the default values of the mesh formation parameters
(r=25μm, R=15mm, d=3cm and ABOX = 3DBOX ).
It can be seen that the mesh is not quite dense in the areas of interest and the
results may lack of accuracy. The default mesh generation consists of 732 nodes and
1303 elements. Mesh optimization is needed in this case by adjusting the mesh
formation parameters. Analytical study of the influence of each one of the mesh
parameters has been carried out, by running a large number of simulations, using
different maximum arc segment angles, minimum angles of the triangular mesh, local
elements size along line and mesh sizes, in order to accomplish convergence of the
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results. In this way an optimal mesh has been configured, in terms of accuracy and
processing power consumption, with the key parameter values given in table 3-3.
Table 3-3 Comparison between the F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 default values of the mesh key
parameters and the optimized values.
FEMM key parameter Default values Selected values (optimized)
Minimum Angle (degrees) 30 31
Maximum Arc Segment (degrees) 5 0.5
Local Element Size Along Line (μm) auto 10
Mesh Size (μm) auto auto
Nodes 732 25858
Elements 1303 47870
An example of the optimized mesh formation is shown below, in figure 3-6. The
higher mesh density in the areas of interest can be easily seen (i.e. near the high voltage
and the grounded electrode, as well as along the wire-cylinder gap axis).
Figure 3-6 Optimized mesh formation and detail of the area of interest where the fine
mesh generation is shown.
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As far as the COMSOL ver. 4.3a modelling parameters are concerned, the
maximum and minimum element size limits had been set at 700μm and 1μm,
respectively. According to previous studies [131], the minimum element size needs to
be at least 25% of the smallest simulated geometrical dimension of the electrodes so
that accurate results can be retrieved.
The smallest dimension for COMSOL ver. 4.3a FEA analysis was the 50μm
radius of the wire; therefore, the minimum element size was only a 2% fraction of the
smallest simulated geometrical dimension. Triangular elements have been used for the
required mesh construction throughout the FEA simulations as well.
Verification of the mesh formation
For verification purposes, the optimized mesh  has been used in order to estimate
the maximum field intensity Emax, at well-known geometries, similar to the wire-cylinder
electrode pair, such as two identical wire conductors in parallel (where R/r=1), for which
analytical formulas can be found in bibliography [92]. In this way, the accuracy of the
optimized mesh could be easily tested. In the case of two identical wires of radius r,
fixed parallel to each other at distance d, the maximum electric field intensity is given
by equation (2.4).
F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 simulations that have been conducted with the optimized
applied mesh, for geometrical characteristics of the electrodes within the limits of our
study, have provided results which are in good agreement with theoretical expectations
in all cases. Such results are given in table 3-4, where both theoretical and simulation
values for Emax are shown, along with the corresponding relative error.
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Table 3-4 Comparison between the Emax (theoretical and F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 simulation
results) for two identical wire conductors in parallel, at 1kV potential difference.
r (μm) d (cm) Theoretical Emax(V/m)




1 1 54.296 .106 54.183 .106 0.21
25 3 2.825 .106 2.803 .106 0.78
100 5 807250 799771 0.93
250 7 357014 353483 0.99
500 10 190261 187465 1.47
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Laboratory measurements have been carried out in order to specify the total
corona discharge current flowing between the wire and cylinder electrodes, at different
voltage levels. In addition, the corresponding ionic wind velocity and the generated
thrust due to the EHD effect have been recorded. On that purpose, thin copper wires and
aluminum cylinders of appropriate diameter were used as emitter and collector
electrodes respectively and experimental setups have been created in order to carry the
investigations.
A schematic of the experimental setup is given in figure 3-7. The high voltage
was supplied to the emitter by an adjustable high voltage power source (Matsusada
Precision W Series) while the collector was electrically grounded. A voltmeter
combined with a Coline HV40B 40 kV (1000:1) high voltage probe has been used for
measuring the DC high voltage applied to the emitter electrode, with an accuracy of 1%.
Positive corona discharge current readings have been acquired by a high precision
ammeter (Metra Hit 28s) with 1nA sensitivity, connected in series between the collector
and the electrical ground.
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Figure 3-7 Experimental setup for corona current readings.
The velocity of air flow, which was generated due to the gas discharge, has been
recorded on a Testo 425 thermal anemometer. The permanently attached telescopic
handle of the anemometer could be extended up to 820mm, while the probe head had a
diameter of 7.5mm. The accuracy of the instrument was ±0.03m/s within the operational
range of the device (0-60°C), while the sampling rate was 2bit/s. For the ionic wind
measurements, the hot-wire flow probe has been placed close to the lower surface of the
cylindrical electrode, where the maximum values of ionic wind velocity were detected.
In order to determine where the maximum values of the wind velocity were produced;
measurements have been made in altered placements of the flow probe in the vertical
and the horizontal axis of the experimental setup.
The generated thrust, due to the EHD effect, has been detected and measured as a
reduction in weight of the electrode system with a Kern 572-32 precision electronic
balance with 1mg resolution. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure
3-8. As shown in figure 3-8, the electrode setup hung freely, by a thin cotton thread,
which was available at the bottom of the precision balance. The overall weight of the
wire-cylinder electrode assembly was approximately 400gr. The balance stand,
containing the electrodes, was isolated from outside air disturbances by the use of
detachable plexiglas covers, forming in this way a closed box. This arrangement
ensured undisturbed EHD flow between the electrodes. The box length was 90cm, while




Figure 3-8 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for generated thrust measurements
and (b) perspective view of the electrode setup with the supporting construction.
All the experiments have been performed in atmospheric air, with conditions
which were monitored as summarized in table 3-5. All measurements were made by
applying high DC voltage to the anode with 1kV increments above the corona inception
threshold and relatively close to the breakdown voltage of each gap.
Table 3-5 Experimental Conditions.
Parameter Method of measurement Range of variation
Temperature K-type thermocouple 23.1 - 26.3˚C
Pressure Local weather station 994 - 1012.6mbar
Relative humidity SC and polymer capacitive sensor 33.2 - 60.8%
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CHAPTER 4 - FEA SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As expected, the simulation results have shown that the maximum electric field
strength Emax is located at the outer surface of the wire electrode, at the least distant
point from the cylinder (see figures 4-1a, 4-2a and 4-4), while the minimum field
strength Emin has been identified at distance x, depending on the R/r ratio (see figure 4-
4).
On the other hand, the potential distribution across the electrode gap d is shown in
figures 4-1b and 4-2b, where it becomes clear that equipotentials are in fact cylindrical
surfaces with displaced centers along the gap axis.
A detailed plot of the electric field distribution near the high voltage wire
electrode where Emax is shown, and the surrounding area of the ionization region a (Ea)
is displayed in figure 4-3.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4-1 (a) Electric field strength and (b) potential distribution. Wire-cylinder




Figure 4-2 (a) Electric field strength and (b) potential distribution. Wire-cylinder
electrodes with r=5mm, R=15mm and d=3cm, at 1kV potential difference.
Figure 4-3 Detailed plot of the electric field distribution near the emitter and the
ionization region area (the ionization region area was derived according to equation 2.8).
The variation of the electric field intensity across the gap, for different R/r ratios
is given in figure 4-4, where the normalized field E(x)/Emax is shown, at distance x from
the wire’s surface, expressed as a percentage of the total electrode gap length d. It can
be seen that the field intensity gets its maximum value at the wire’s surface (where x=0
or x/d=0%) then diminishes along the gap until its minimum value and, finally,
increases at a certain level depending on the R/r ratio, at the cylinder’s surface (where
x=d or x/d=100%). From another point of view, R/r ratio may be considered as a
measure of the electric field inhomogeneity, since larger R/r ratios result in a more





Figure 4-4 Normalized electric field intensity along the gap axis, and detail where Emin
is shown. In this case r=100μm, d=3cm and (a) R/r=1, (b) R/r=10 and (c) R/r=100.
Similar results can be obtained for different d and r values as well.
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The variation of the electric field intensity along the gap axis, for R/r=600 and
different gaps, is shown in figure 4-5. The field intensity seems to fall abruptly after
10% of each gap (especially in the case of large gaps) and remains below the mean field
intensity in all cases. It becomes clear that large gaps produce more homogeneous
fields, thus Eminmoves closer to the centre of the distance between the electrodes as the
gap increases (see figure 4-5). On the other hand, the potential distribution along the
axis of the electrode gap changes slightly for different distances d between the wire-
cylinder electrodes as shown in figure 4-6. Similar results have been obtained for other
R/r ratios and d values, as well.
Figure 4-5 Electric field intensity along the gap axis (R/r=600 and d=1-10cm).
Figure 4-6 Potential distribution along the gap axis (R/r=600 and d=1-10cm).
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The dependence of the maximum electric field intensity Emax on the wire radius r,
the cylinder radius R and the electrode gap d has also been examined. Figure 4-7 shows
typical curves of Emax versus d/r ratio, for different gaps d and cylinder radii R, while
figure 4-8 shows the variation of Emax versus d/R ratio for different wire radii r and gaps
d. From these results, it becomes clear that Emax is strongly affected by the d/r ratio, in a
linear way, and secondly, by the d/R ratio.
Figure 4-7 Variation of Emax with the d/r ratio. Electrode gap d at 1cm, 5cm and 10cm
and potential difference 1kV in all cases.
Figure 4-8 Emax variation with the d/R ratio. Wire radius r at 25μm, 250μm and 500μm
and potential difference at 1kV in all cases.
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Gap distance d remains a critical parameter in all cases. Generally, high electric
field intensities can be reached by using thin wires, small electrode separation gaps and
large cylinder radii, which is a reasonable finding, since the electric field distribution is
thus becoming strongly inhomogeneous. On the other hand, figures 4-9 and 4-10 show
how the minimum field strength Emin along the gap axis is affected by d/r, d/R and the
electrode gap d. Here it seems that the gap distance d is the dominant parameter, while
the wire radius r comes next.
Figure 4-9 Variation of Emin with the d/r ratio. Electrode gap d at 1cm, 5cm and 10cm
and potential difference at 1kV in all cases.
Figure 4-10 Emin variation with the d/R ratio. Wire radius r at 25μm, 250μm and 500μm
and potential difference at 1kV in all cases.
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4.1 PROPOSED FORMULA FOR EMAX IN THE CASE OF WIRE-CYLINDER ELECTRODE
ARRANGEMENT
According to simulation results, Emax increases linearly with d/r ratio. On the other
hand, it is also dependent on the d/R ratio. The gap distance d is found to be critical in
determining the electric field in all cases. This comes in agreement with theoretical
expectations, since the ratio V/d is frequently used in bibliography as a standard
measure of the mean value of the electric field strength in any gap [16-21]. Besides,
most of the formulas for Emax in well-known geometries are usually expressed as the
product of V/d by a geometrical constant, as in equation (2.4) [94-96].  According to the
above, an effort has been made to introduce a formula for the maximum electric field
strength Emax in the wire-cylinder arrangement.
Detailed analysis of all simulation results has shown that the maximum electric
field intensity Emax wc within the limits of this study can be approximated by the
following formula:
(4.1)
where V (V) is the applied voltage, γ1=d/r and γ2=d/R (dimensionless factors).
On the other hand, similarly defining γ’=d/2r in equation (2.4), we have:
(4.2)
It should be noted that in the case of two identical cylindrical conductors in
parallel r=R (γ1=γ2=γ) and for d >> r we have γ >> 1, γ+2 ≈ γ. Then (4.1) becomes:
(4.3)
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In fact (4.3) equals (4.2) for d >> r, since γ’>>1, γ’+1 ≈ γ’ and γ’+2 ≈ γ’ (also
considering that γ‘= γ/2).
The results of equation (4.1) for all possible combinations of the critical
geometrical parameters r, R and d, within the limits of this study (r ≤ 500μm, R ≥ 1mm
and d ≥ 1cm), are in good agreement with the corresponding maximum field intensity
Εmax values estimated by the FEA simulation.
Typical graphs of the change in relative error for Εmax with the geometrical
parameters r, R and d are given in figure 4-11. These graphs show that the error
diminishes as d and R increase with respect to the wire radius r.
Figure 4-11 Representation of the relative error between simulated data and the
empirical formula results for Εmax according to equation (4.1).
According to figure 4-11, the relative error remains small, below 4 % (worst case)
and decreases with increasing gap d and cylinder radius R.
Practically speaking, the proposed formula for Εmax can be effectively used for
electrode pairs constructed by thin wires parallel to cylinders of considerably larger
radii at distances of a few centimeters or more. Such electrode arrangements have been
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used in previous works [88-91] and are suitable for corona or ionic wind applications,
due to the high inhomogeneity of the produced electric field. The determination of the
maximum electric field in these cases is always one of the most critical design
parameters.
Moreover, the electric field utilization factor (equation 2.7) which is frequently
used to indicate the electric field inhomogeneity [132] can be easily defined from
equation (4.1) as:
(4.4)
According to simulation results, the variation of the field utilization factor fwc with
R/r ratio in a constant electrode gap d is presented in figure 4-12.
Figure 4-12 Field utilization factor fwc with R/r ratio for electrode gap d=3cm.
The maximum value of fwc has been found in the case of the maximum field
inhomogeneity (fwc =104 for R/r=600) and was high enough considering other
geometries [92].
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4.2 FIELD LINE LENGTHS
A typical FEA image of the field lines in a wire-cylinder setup is shown in figure
4-13, where it becomes clear that the electric field lines are in fact segments of circles
with different radii. This has been verified by the extracted particle trajectory data (the
coordinates of successive points along each field line) from FEA simulations. It may be
noted that the distribution of field lines in the wire-cylinder setup resembles the well-
known distribution of field lines in two parallel cylindrical conductors [92].
Figure 4-13 Typical distribution of the electric field lines. FEA results for r =50μm,
d=3cm and R=15mm.
Figure 4-14 displays a more detailed geometrical model for an electric field line
emerging from the wire emitter (point O) and ending perpendicularly on the cylinder's
surface (point O´). As shown in figure 4-14, each field line is characterized by its
emerge angle θ or, equivalently, from its incidence angle φ, with reference to the gap
axis Y. The incident angle has been selected as identification parameter of the field
lines.
The total lengths Lfl φ of different field lines have been recorded as a function of
their angles of incidence φ on the cylinder's surface.  A great number of simulations
have been made, covering incidence angles between 0 and 180°, in order to cover the
right half part of the cylinder's surface. Given the symmetry around the Y axis, the other
half part on the left side of Y axis exhibits identical behavior.
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Figure 4-14 Schematic representation of the field line parameters for FEA simulations.
The total length Lfl φ of each field line, for a given incidence angle φ, can be
calculated by extracting the corresponding particle trajectory data from the simulation
software in the form of a series of pairs of Cartesian coordinates (xφ,i, yφ,i), each
corresponding to a single point on this line. The infinitesimal displacement ΔLfl φ,i
between successive points is:
(4.5)
The sum of all ΔLfl φ,i displacements equals the total trajectory length Lfl φ:
(4.6)
The numerical results for trajectory lengths Lfl φ have been used in order to
determine a symbolic expression for the electric field lines. The following formula
provides a very good approximation for the total length of field lines:
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(4.7)
where a is a dimensionless parameter coming from Lfl φ data fitting. The resulting
values of a, for the wire-cylinder electrode setup, are given in table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Fitted values of parameter a, according to equation (4.7), from FEA results
for the total trajectory lengths Lfl φ.
Electrode configurations Varying  geometrical parameter a
1st set



















Figure 4-15 shows the electric field line lengths for varying electrode gap length
d, wire radius r and cylinder radius R respectively, as well as the fitted curves according





Figure 4-15 Electric field line length Lfl φ with angle of incidence φ (FEA simulations)
for (a) variable electrode gap (d=1-5cm, r=50μm and R=15mm), (b) variable wire
radius (r=50-250μm, d=3 cm, and R=15mm) and (c) variable cylinder radius (R=5-
15mm, r=50μm and d=3cm). In (b) the fitted curves for different a values coincide.
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Further analysis of the data in table 4-1 has shown that the dimensionless
parameter α can be expressed as a function of the geometrical characteristics of the
electrodes:
(4.8)
4.3 SATURATION CURRENT DENSITY LIMIT
Regarding the general expression for the saturation current density limit given  in
equation (2.21) and FEA results for the total length of electric field lines according to
equation (4.7), we get that the distribution of the saturation current density limit js(φ)
over the cylinder’s surface is not uniform and can be approximated by the formula:
(4.9)
where js(φ) is the saturation current density limit (A/m2) and φ is the incidence angle
according to figure 4-14 with 0 ≤ φ ≤ π  and a is given by equation (4.8).
It becomes clear from equation (4.9) that the maximum current density js0 is
obtained at φ=0, where Lfl(0)=d :
(4.10)
Equation (4.9) can then be rewritten as:
(4.11)
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where ks = 3a = f (r/d, R/d) is dimensionless.
The FEA simulation results for the normalized current density js(φ)/js0 for
different d, r and R values is given in figure 4-16.
Figure 4-16 Normalized current density js(φ)/js0 with the angle of incidence φ for
varying electrode gap d, wire radius r and cylinder radius R.
Ιt becomes clear that current density js(φ) is decreasing abruptly at larger φ angles,
laterally on the cylinder's surface (see figure 4-14). This happens due to the dependence
of js(φ) on Lfl (φ)-3, in combination with the fact that the length of the field lines Lfl (φ)
is considerably increasing at larger φ angles, according to figure 4-15.  The contribution
of large incidence angles φ, over 1.6 rads (≈90°), to the current density is generally
minimal, due to the ‘expansion’ of the field lines.
It should be noted that the current density distributions of figure 4-16 resemble the
well-known Warburg distribution [117, 118], which has also been observed in other
geometries as well [14, 133-135]. For example, in stationery point-to-plane geometry
[14] the current density over the plane decreases with cosm(θ) for θ ≤ 60°, where θ
denotes the angle of the field lines emerging from the tip. This kind of dependence,
though different from the cosh-ks(φ) rule, results in a similar variation.
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It also appears that the current density distribution is mainly determined by the
gap distance d and, secondly, on the cylinder's radius R. On the other hand, it has almost
no dependence on the wire radius r. This is normal, because the variation of the wire
radius r within the limits of this study (50 to 250μm) represents only a small fraction of
the total length Lfl (φ) of the electric field lines in equation (4.9). Therefore, it has a
minimal effect on the corresponding current density. For example, the minimum field
line length equals the gap distance d and is calculated at incidence angle φ=0. For
d=3cm, r represents only a small fraction ranging between 0.16% and 0.83% of the
shortest field line.
4.4 UNIPOLAR SATURATION CURRENT LIMIT
Figure 4-17 displays the contribution of the saturation current density js(φ) to the
saturation current dis along a Rdφ wide thin strip on the cylinder’s surface, per unit
length of the electrodes.
Figure 4-17 Contribution of the saturation current density js(φ) to the  saturation current
dis along a Rdφ wide thin strip on the cylinder’s surface, per unit length of the
electrodes.
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According to figure 4-17, the elementary contribution dis of js(φ) to the total
saturation current limit may be defined considering the elementary area Rdφ
corresponding to a thin strip of unit length along the cylinder's surface, at angle φ. The
saturation unipolar current is(φ) per unit length of the wire-cylinder electrodes can then
be estimated by integrating dis over the cylinder's surface, from the cylinder's top (φ=0)
up to angle φ. Substituting from equations (4.10) and (4.11) we get:
(4.12)
where 0 ≤ φ ≤ π. Multiplication by 2 in equation (4.12) is introduced in order to count
for the other half part of the cylinder's surface, on the left side of Y axis.
The total current limit Is per unit length of the electrodes can be estimated
considering the whole surface of the cylinder for φ=π:
(4.13)
(4.14)
The unipolar saturation current limit Is (A/m) represents the maximum current
between the electrodes, assuming unipolar current flow. This model is valid during
normal corona flow, at voltage levels below the breakdown voltage of the gap. Table 4-
2 summarizes the results for Is at different ks values, according to equation (4.13) and
table 4-1.
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Table 4-2 Unipolar saturation current limit Is in a wire-cylinder arrangement per unit
length of the electrodes, versus maximum current density js0, for different geometrical
















1 5.88 5.92 js0 × 0.0161
2 4.35 4.28 js0 × 0.0193
3 3.69 3.61 js0 × 0.0212
4 3.18 3.23 js0 × 0.0226






50 3.69 3.61 js0 × 0.0212
100 3.72 3.72 js0 × 0.0208






5 2.55 2.62 js0 × 0.0085
10 3.15 3.15 js0 × 0.0153
15 3.69 3.61 js0 × 0.0212
The normalized distribution of is(φ)/Is over the cylinder's surface is given in figure
4-18, for different r, d and R. Generally, it can be observed that the electric field lines
that end on the cylinder's surface at incidence angles over 1.6 rads (~90°) have limited
effect on the total saturation current ranging from 0% for d=1cm, r=50μm and
R=15mm, to 4% for d=3cm, r=50μm and R=5mm. This is due to the current density
distribution over the cylinder's surface which falls abruptly for φ ≥ 90° (see figure 4-16).
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Figure 4-18 Normalized distribution of the saturation current is(φ)/Is to the angular
displacement φ over the cylinder's surface, per unit electrode length.
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CHAPTER 5 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 CORONA DISCHARGE CURRENT
Experiments have been conducted in order to define which one of Townsend’s
formulae for the current-voltage characteristic (2.11 or 2.12) best fits the experimental
current results for the wire-cylinder arrangement. In order to estimate coefficients A and
k, as well as to define the magnitude of dependence on geometrical characteristics of the
electrodes, a parametric analysis has been carried out. It should be noted, that all
measurements were conducted by increasing the applied voltage just below the
breakdown voltage of the gap.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, all measurements of the positive corona discharge
current have been taken by applying high dc voltage to the emitter with 1kV increments.
On the other hand, the applied voltage increments for the determination of the Corona
Inception Voltage had been significantly lower (50V), in order to ensure the required
sensitivity of the measurement.
Figure 5-1 Experimental results of the corona current as a function of the applied
voltage for L=300cm, d=3cm, r=50μm and R=15mm. The corona inception threshold
(CIV) is clearly shown at 6.65kV.
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Figure 5-1 is an indicative representation of the experimentally detected CIV in
the case of a typical wire-cylinder electrode arrangement, where the electrode length
was L=300mm, the electrode gap was d=3cm and the wire and cylinder radii were
r=50μm and R=15mm, respectively. According to figure 5-1, the air surrounding the
electrodes exhibits an Ohmic behaviour in the voltage region below the CIV of 6.65kV,
where the electric field is relatively small.  This may be considered as the ‘Ohmic
Region’ where the current density can be expressed as:
(5.1)
where σ is the conductivity of the medium (3-8·10-15 S/m for air at 20 ˚C [8]).
When the applied voltage is further increased, above 6.65kV in this case, corona
discharges initiate and the V/I characteristic deviates significantly from the constant-
slope Ohmic linear model, to a quadratic relationship approximated by (2.11) or (2.12)
indicating the ‘Discharge Region’.
Influence of the electrode length L on the corona current
Measurements of the positive corona discharge current were made on five
modules with electrode length L1=100mm, L2=200mm, L3=300mm, L4=400mm and
L5=500mm. The emitter radius r, the collector radius R and the electrode gap d were
kept constant at 50μm, 15mm and 3cm respectively. Experimental results of the corona
discharge current with applied voltage are presented in figure 5-2.
Coefficients A and k were estimated by a least square fitting method according to





Figure 5-2 (a) Corona discharge current with the applied voltage and (b) corona current
per unit electrode length (A/m) with the applied voltage for different electrode lengths
L. Experimental results and fitted curves according to Townsend’s formulae for d=3cm,
r=50μm and R=15mm.
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Table 5-1 Coefficients A, k and inception voltage V0 values, as a function of the









L1 = 100 7.8 1.65·10-12 2.84·10-12
L2 = 200 7.1 1.71·10-12 2.95·10-12
L3 = 300 6.65 1.95·10-12 3.14·10-12
L4 = 400 6 1.96·10-12 3.16·10-12
L5 = 500 5.7 1.98·10-12 3.18·10-12
The positive corona discharge current was found to be proportional to the
electrode length L, as expected, since the generated corona current is controlled by the
emitter length. Contrary to the expectation that the current per unit length should stay
constant, it seems to be affected by the electrode length, especially for small values of L.
This may be attributed to the electric field deformation at the wire and cylinder edges,
which is becoming less significant as the length increases. This comes also in agreement
with the variation of the experimental corona inception voltage results for shorter
lengths (see table 5-1). As shown in figure 5-2b, the discharge current per unit electrode
length becomes nearly constant above L=300mm. Thus, the electrode length of 300mm
has been considered adequate for further analysis regarding the investigation of other
geometrical parameters (d, r and R). So, all the wire-cylinder electrode assemblies that
have been used in the remaining experiments have constant length L=300mm.
Influence of the electrode gap d on the corona current
The relationship between the positive corona discharge current and the electrode
gap d has also been investigated. Measurements of the discharge current were made on
five modules with electrode gaps d1=1cm, d2=2cm, d3=3cm, d4=4cm and d5=5cm, while
the emitter and the collector radii, were constant at r=30μm and R=15mm respectively.
The electrode length was L=300mm in all cases. A comparison, of the discharge current
per unit electrode length with respect to the applied voltage for different gaps, is
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presented in figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3 Corona discharge current per unit electrode length (A/m) with applied
voltage, for different electrode gaps d.  Experimental results and fitted curves according
to Townsend’s formulae for L=300mm, r=30μm and R=15mm.
As shown in figure 5-3, we have fitted our experimental data to the models given
by (2.11) and (2.12), using the experimental results for the corona inception voltage V0.
In this way, coefficients A and k have been defined accordingly (see table 5-2).
Table 5-2 Coefficients A, k and inception voltage V0 values, as a function of the









d1 = 1 4.45 24.8·10-12 57.6·10-12
d2 = 2 5.15 5.25·10-12 8.67·10-12
d3 = 3 5.7 1.97·10-12 2.82·10-12
d4 = 4 6.1 1.05·10-12 1.45·10-12
d5 = 5 6.4 0.66·10-12 0.88·10-12
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Increasing the electrode gap, while keeping the applied voltage constant, resulted
in a decreased discharge current. As shown in figure 5-3, the dependence on the gap
decreases with larger gaps. Small gaps produce higher electric field gradients at the
conductor’s surface (see Chapter 4), which in turn, reduces the breakdown voltage of
the gap (e.g. for d1=1cm the breakdown voltage was below 9kV, while for d5=5cm, the
breakdown voltage was above 30kV). The relationship between the electric field
intensity and the electrode separation distance d is inversely proportional (equation 2.6),
thus larger gaps produce reduced currents with respect to the applied voltage.
Coefficients A and k decrease with the gap but, in contrast, the inception voltage
increases with the gap, as expected according to equation (2.9).
Influence of the emitter radius r on the corona current
Measurements of the discharge current have been made on five electrode
assemblies with r1=30μm, r2=50μm, r3=100μm, r4=250μm and r5=400μm. The
remaining geometrical parameters where constant at L=300mm, d=3cm and R=20mm
respectively. The experimental results of the discharge current per unit electrode length
with applied voltage, with varying emitter radius r, are shown in figure 5-4 with the
corresponding fitted curves according to equations (2.11) and (2.12).
Figure 5-4 Corona discharge current per unit electrode length (A/m) with applied
voltage for different wire radii r.  Experimental results and fitted curves according to
Townsend’s formulae for L=300mm, d=3cm and R=20mm.
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Coefficients A and k, which are presented in table 5-3, were estimated accordingly
considering the experimental results for the corona inception voltage V0.
Table 5-3 Coefficients A, k and inception voltage V0 values, as a function of the wire









r1 = 30 5.4 1.87·10-12 3.06·10-12
r2 = 50 6.55 2.13·10-12 3.48·10-12
r3 = 100 8.6 2.26·10-12 3.92·10-12
r4 = 250 13.45 2.32·10-12 5.87·10-12
r5 = 400 17.7 2.49·10-12 8.97·10-12
According to the experimental findings, the corona discharge current is decreasing
as the wire radius is getting larger, although the ionization region a, expands according
to equation (2.8). A possible explanation may be that the electric field intensity at the
conductor’s surface decreases as the wire radius is getting larger (see Chapter 4) and the
mean field intensity across the gap may decrease as well. Thus, the electric carriers
(positive ions) that have been produced in the ionization region, drift across the gap with
reduced velocity as the electric field forces are getting weaker.  The effect of the electric
field intensity on the average ion drift velocity across the gap can easily be seen from
equation (2.18).
According to the above, increased wire radius results in decreased mean electric
field intensity between the electrodes, which in turn results in lower ion drift velocities
across the gap. Hence, the positive ions that reach the cathode per unit time reduce, thus
declining the total corona discharge current. Coefficients A and k increase
proportionally to the wire radius although the discharge current decreases with r.
Similarly, the corona inception voltage V0 increases with the emitter radius r (see table
5), as expected according to equation (2.9).
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Influence of the collector radius R on the corona current
In order to define the dependence of the discharge current on the cylinder radius
R, measurements of the positive corona discharge current have been carried out on
different electrode modules with cylinder radii R1=5mm, R2=10mm, R3=15mm and
R4=20mm. The electrode length was constant at L=300mm, while the emitter radius r
and the electrode gap d were 100μm and 5cm respectively.
The experimental results of the positive corona discharge current per unit
electrode length with the applied voltage, for varying cylinder radius R, are presented in
figure 5-5, with the corresponding fitted curves according to Townsend’s equations
(2.11) and (2.12).
Figure 5-5 Corona discharge current per unit electrode length (A/m) with applied
voltage for different cylinder radii R. Experimental data and fitted curves according to
Townsend’s formulae for L=300mm, d=5cm and r=100μm.
The estimated values of coefficients A and k as well as the corona inception
voltage V0 values are given in table 5-4.
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Table 5-4 Coefficients A, k and inception voltage V0 values, as a function of the cylinder









R1 = 5 10.4 4.57·10-12 0.76·10-12
R2 = 10 10 5.41·10-12 0.88·10-12
R3 = 15 9.75 6.39·10-12 1.02·10-12
R4 = 20 9.7 7.09·10-12 1.13·10-12
The positive corona discharge current seems to increase with the cylinder radius
R. This is expected since increased collector (cylinder) radius produces higher electric
field intensity at the emitter’s surface due to the increased field inhomogeneity (see
Chapter 4).  In this way, the ionized particles start their drift with increased velocity
according to equation (2.18). The positive ions arriving at the collector per unit time
increase with R, thus providing higher discharge currents. Coefficients A and k also
increase with R, as shown in table 5-4, while the inception voltage V0 decreases with the
cylinder radius.
Proposed formula for coefficient k
Coefficients A and k were estimated by a least square fitting method according to
Townsend’s formulae (2.11) and (2.12) and the fit was satisfactory in all cases. This
verifies the assumption that the positive corona discharge current is proportional to the
square of the applied voltage, thus showing that the Townsend formulae may also be
applied in the case of wire-cylinder electrode geometry.
According to the investigation, equation (2.12) fits better than (2.11) in all cases
(R2~1). Coefficient k found to be proportional to the emitter and collector electrode radii
(r and R) and inversely proportional to the electrode gap d. Further analysis of the




The correlation between experimental data and theoretical curves for the corona
discharge current according to equation (2.12), where coefficient kwc has been applied,
is shown in figure 5-6. On the other hand, the error between experimental and





Figure 5-6 Corona discharge current per unit electrode length (A/m) with applied
voltage. Correlation between experimental data and theoretical curves based on (2.12),
where the proposed coefficient kwc according to (4.16) has been used. (a) The electrode
gap d varies between 1-5cm, (b) the wire radius r varies between 30-400μm and (c) the
cylinder radius R varies between 5-20mm.
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Figure 5-7 Ratio of the proposed kwc corona current coefficient to the experimentally
defined coefficient k according to equation (2.12), as a function of the dimensionless
quantity (d2/rR).
Corona Inception Voltage
The experimentally detected corona inception voltage V0 results have been
verified with FEA simulation results, along with the empirical values derived according
to Peek’s formula (2.9).
As mentioned in Chapter 3.2, FEA Model - FEMM Modelling Parameters, the
wire and cylinder outer surfaces were considered to be equipotentials with fixed
voltages 1kV and 0V, respectively. According to equation (3.6), the electric field
strength at akV equals a times the electric field at 1kV. Hence, the CIV may be
determined by dividing the air’s dielectric strength (~3.106 V/m [9]) with the electric
field strength at the vicinity of the ionization region a:
(5.3)
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The detailed plot of the electric field distribution near the HV wire (see figure 4-3)
shows the surrounding area of the ionization region a where Ea is pointed out.
Figures 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10, display the correlation between the experimentally
detected CIV results, the FEA simulation results according to equation (5.3), along with
the empirical values derived according to Peek’s formula (2.9). Moreover, the
dependence of the CIV on the electrode gap d, the wire radius r and the cylinder radius
R is presented.
Figure 5-8 Dependence of the CIV on the electrode gap d, for r=50μm and R=15mm.
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Figure 5-9 Dependence of the CIV on the wire radius r, for d=3cm and R=15mm.
Figure 5-10 Dependence of the CIV on the cylinder radius R, for d=3cm and r=50μm.
The experimental results were in a good agreement with simulations data, thus
confirming the accuracy of the applied method. On the other hand, Peek’s empirical
formula results according to equation (2.9) had slight divergence which may be
attributed to the electric field which is less homogeneous in the wire-cylinder
arrangement, compared to the parallel wire’s geometry (see figure 5-11).
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Figure 5-11 Electric field intensity along the electrode gap d for parallel wire geometry
(R/r=1) and a typical wire-cylinder geometry (R/r=100).
The maximum electric field intensity of the air gap (at the conductor’s surface) the
exact moment when the corona discharges initiate ECIV, has also been derived by Peek
[9]:
(5.4)
In our case, the electric field strength that has been determined at the conductor’s
surface (at 1kV) multiplied by the CIV, provides the electric field intensity at the exact
moment when the corona discharges initiate. A correlation between FEA simulation
results for the electric field magnitude at the inception voltage ECIV and Peek’s empirical
formula values according to equation (5.4) are presented in figures 5-12, 5-13and 5-14.
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Figure 5-12 ECIV with the electrode gap d, for r=30μm and R=15mm.
Figure 5-13 ECIV with the wire radius r, for d=3cm and R=15mm.
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Figure 5-14 ECIV with the cylinder radius R, for d=3cm and r=25μm.
It becomes clear, that the maximum electric field intensity, the exact moment
when the corona discharges initiate ECIV, depends only on the wire radius r. This comes
also in agreement with Peek’s empirical formula values according to equation (5.4),
which coincide with the FEA simulation results in all cases.
5.2 SATURATION CURRENT
The experimental results for the corona discharge current from Chapter 5.1 have
been used in order to relate the experimental outcomes to theoretical findings for the
saturation current limit Ιs according to equation (4.13).
Figures 5-15, 5-16 and 5-17, show the relation between the experimental
measurements for the corona discharge current and the saturation current limit Ιs,
according to the proposed equation (4.13), at different voltage levels across the gap,
below breakdown. As the exact value of the ion mobility μ in air depends on multiple
factors and varies between 1.8 and 2.2 m2/V∙s [112-113], an average value of 2 m2/V∙s
has been considered for the saturation current limits.
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Figure 5-15 Correlation between the experimental data for corona current I and the
theoretical saturation current limit Ιs per unit length of the electrodes, for constant
r=50μm, R=15 mm and electrode gaps d ranging from 3 to 5cm.
Figure 5-16 Correlation between the experimental data for corona current I and the
theoretical saturation current limit Ιs per unit length of the electrodes, for constant
d=3cm, R=15 mm and wire radii r ranging from 50 to 250μm.
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Figure 5-17 Correlation between the experimental data for corona current I and the
theoretical saturation current limit Ιs per unit length of the electrodes, for constant
d=3cm, r=50μm and cylinder radii R ranging from 5 to 15mm.
A close relation between the experimental corona current values and the unipolar
saturation current limits derived from equation (4.13) may be seen in figures 5-15, 5-16
and 5-17. Generally, the corona current seems to approach or exceed the saturation
current limit at higher currents. These results are in agreement with other results, for
different electrode geometries, which can be found in literature [14, 33,116, 136]. For
example, in the case of corona between coaxial cylinders of radii r, R (for r « R), the
relationship between the saturation current limit and the continuous corona current has
been examined [14] and it has been found that the measured currents approach the
saturation current limit at high currents. Similar results have been presented for positive
point-to-plane or point-to-point gaps [136]. In these studies the increase of the corona
current near or above the saturation limit is attributed to low pressure streamer
generation at higher currents.
In fact, the field's gradient at the vicinity of the wire is controlling ionization,
which produces the positive ions that contribute to the corona current between the
electrodes [136].  On the other hand, the low-field strength outside the ionization area
controls the movement of ions in the drift region. The drift region in many ways acts as
large impedance in series with the ionization region and gives coronas their
characteristic intrinsic stability [33]. In the case of wire-cylinder electrodes, the electric
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field depends mainly on the gap d, the wire radius r and the R/r ratio (see Chapter 4).
Generally, small gaps, thin wires and large cylinders produce stronger electric fields.
Therefore, the increased corona currents with decreasing d of figure 5-15 are normally
expected due to the higher electric fields that are generated along the gap at lower d
values.
Since corona currents are strongly dependent on the electric field strength [8, 9,
14, 116], higher fields are generally expected to produce increased corona currents for a
given geometry and corona polarity. The reduced corona currents, as the wire radius r
increases in figure 5-16, may be attributed to the field reduction with thicker wires (see
Chapter 4). Obviously, the saturation limits remain almost constant, due to the small
dimensions of the wire’s radius r in comparison with the gap d. It seems that these
limits may be reached at higher voltage, before breakdown of the wire-cylinder gap.
Similarly, the increased corona currents at higher cylinder radii, as shown in
figure 5-17, should also be expected due to the higher fields which are generated in the
cases of high field inhomogeneity. The saturation limits vary in the same way, since
higher cylinder radii have a strong influence on the distribution of the field lines in
space. In this case, the experimental results show that the unipolar saturation current
limits are more likely to be exceeded at lower voltage levels. According to bibliography,
observed currents in excess of the unipolar saturation limits invariably imply either ions
(electrons) of higher mobility than anticipated, or bipolar conduction phenomena like
streamers [14, 33, 116]. It should be noted that bipolar conduction currents and unipolar
currents may coexist in the total corona current flowing between the electrodes [14, 33,
116].
5.3 IONIC WIND VELOCITY
As far as the ionic wind velocity is concerned, parametric analysis has been
carried out in order to define the dependence of the ionic wind velocity, the function of
geometry kG and the discharge cross section Acs on geometrical characteristics of the
electrodes. In all cases, equation (2.26) has been used in order to define the upper limit
of the wind velocity, assuming single carrier conduction.
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Influence of the electrode gap d on the wind velocity
The ionic wind velocity was plotted against (I/ρ∙μ)1/2 (see figure 5-18b) for
d1=2cm, d2=3cm and d3=4cm, while the emitter and collector radii were 50μm and
15mm respectively. The function of geometry kG was derived from the experimental
results by applying a least square fit (see figure 5-18b) according to equation (2.23),
while the discharge cross section Acs was derived by equation (2.25). All the results are
given in table 5-5.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-18 (a) Wind velocity with the applied voltage and (b) wind velocity with the
(I/ρgas∙μ)1/2 (d1=2cm, d2=3cm and d3=4cm, r=50μm and R=15mm).
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Table 5-5 Function of geometry kG and discharge cross section Acs with the
electrode gap d, for r=50μm and R=15mm.
Electrode gap
d (cm)
Function of geometry kG
(m-1/2)
Discharge cross section Acs
(m2)
d1 = 2 2.169 0.0043
d2 = 3 2.215 0.0061
d3 = 4 2.481 0.0065
As shown in figure 5-18a, the ionic wind velocity decreases with the gap distance, but
on the other hand, the function of geometry and the discharge cross section increase
with d. This is normal, since larger gaps produce more homogeneous electric fields and
the field lines are getting wider. Thus, the discharge cross section Acs, which depends on
the area the field lines are shaping, increases with the gap as shown in table 5-5. In
contrary, small gaps generate strongly inhomogeneous electric fields, which lead to
bipolar conduction phenomena like streamers [14, 33, 116]. In this way, the ionic
current which becomes bipolar, enhances the ionic wind velocity.
Influence of the emitter radius r on the wind velocity
The dependence of the ionic wind velocity on the emitter radius r was also
investigated, with measurements of the wind velocity on three modules with r1=50μm,
r2=100μm and r3=250μm, while the electrode gap d and the collector radius R were 3cm
and 15mm respectively. In this case also, fitting curves were drawn accordingly and the
function of geometry kG, so as the discharge cross section ACS, was derived




Figure 5-19 (a) Wind velocity with the applied voltage and (b) wind velocity with the
(I/ρgas∙μ)1/2 (r1=50μm, r2=100μm and r3=250μm, d=3cm and R=15mm).
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Table 5-6 Function of geometry kG and discharge cross section Acs with the emitter
radius r, for d=3cm and R=15mm.
Emitter radius r
(μm)
Function of geometry kG
(m-1/2)
Discharge cross section Acs
(m2)
r1 = 50 2.215 0.0061
r2 = 100 2.182 0.0063
r3 = 250 2.132 0.0066
Figure 5-19 shows that the ionic wind velocity has an inversely proportional
relationship with the wire radius r, with respect to the applied voltage. The maximum
field intensity in the conductor’s surface decreases with r and so does the mean field
intensity (see Chapter 4), thus the carriers that were produced in the ionization region a,
start their drift across the electrode gap with reduced velocity according to equation
(2.18). On the other hand, the function of geometry kG varies within a limited range with
r (see table 5-6). This comes in agreement with the small changes in the discharge cross
section Acs, due to the fact that the emitter radius has a very small effect on the
distribution of the electric field lines in space, corresponding that the area that is formed
by the electric field lines between the emitter and the collector electrode is slightly
affected.
Influence of the collector radius R on the wind velocity
Measurements of the ionic wind velocity were made on three modules with
R1=5mm, R2=10mm and R3=15mm, in order to define the influence of the collector
radius R on the wind velocity, while the electrode gap d and the emitter radius r were
kept constant at 3cm and 50μm respectively. Fitting curves were drawn, in order to
determine the function of geometry kG, so as the discharge cross section Acs, for




Figure 5-20 (a) Wind velocity with the applied voltage and (b) wind velocity with the
(I/ρgas∙μ)1/2 (R1=5mm, R2=10mm and R3=15mm, d=3cm and r=50μm).
Table 5-7 Function of geometry kG and discharge cross section Acs with the collector
radius R, for d=3cm and r=50μm.
Collector radius R
(mm)
Function of geometry kG
(m-1/2)
Discharge cross section Acs
(m2)
R1 = 5 2.371 0.0053
R2 = 10 2.256 0.0059
R3 = 15 2.215 0.0061
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It becomes clear that the collector radius R has a small effect on the ionic wind
velocity (see figure 5-20a). Increased R results in increased field intensity in the
emitter’s surface due to the higher field inhomogeneity. Thus, the positive ions which
start their drift with increased velocity near the ionization region α travel through the
gap with higher mean drift velocity according to equation (2.18).
As shown in table 5-7, the function of geometry kG decreases with R but, on the
other hand, the discharge cross section Acs increases. As the collector radius increases,
the electric field lines in the area between the emitter and the collector electrode are
getting wider, hence the discharge cross section expands.
Flow Efficiency
The electromechanical efficiency in our case may be calculated by the following
expression:
(5.5)
where V (V) is the applied voltage, I (A) is the corona discharge current, ρgas (kg/m3) is
the density of air, uD (m/s) is the ionic wind velocity and Acs (m2) is the discharge cross
section that has been derived according to equation (2.25). The results are presented in
figure 5.21.
In our case, the maximum electromechanical efficiency is relatively low
(n=0.8%), yet it comes in agreement with other results found in bibliography for
different electrode geometries [35]. On the other hand, the values of the wind velocity






Figure 5-21 Electromechanical efficiency with the wind velocity for various wire-
cylinder configurations. (a) d1=2cm, d2=3cm, d3=4cm with constant r=50μm and R
=15mm, (b) r1=50μm, r2=100μm, r3=250μm with constant d=3cm and R =15mm and
(c) R1 =5mm, R2 =10mm, R3 =15mm with constant d=3cm and r=50μm).
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5.4 GENERATED THRUST
As presented in Chapter 4, dedicated Multiphysics modeling software COMSOL
4.3a has been implemented in order to determine the drift distance of the ions for
various angles of incidence to calculate the saturation current density and the unipolar
saturation current limit according to equations (4.11) and (4.13). Ιt has been observed
that the current density js(φ) is decreasing abruptly at larger φ angles and as a
consequence, the contribution of large incidence angles φ, over 1.6 rads (≈90°), to the
current density is generally minimal, due to the ‘expansion’ of the field lines. In
addition, the normalized distribution of is(φ)/Is over the cylinder's surface (see figure 4-
18), shows that the electric field lines that end on the cylinder's surface at incidence
angles over 1.6 rads (~90°) have limited effect on the total saturation current. This is
due to the current density distribution over the cylinder's surface which falls abruptly for
φ ≥ 90° (see figure 4-16).
Hence, trajectories with incidence angle equal to 90° could be considered as the
boundaries of the 'active' flow volume Vwc (see figure 5-22) according to equation
(2.33).
Figure 5-22 Representation of the field lines, which define the boundaries of the ‘active’
flow volume Vwc (grey part). Here, φmax=90°.
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Series of measurements have been carried out in order to determine the
relationship between the generated thrust and the discharge current, as well as the
dependence of the thrust and the field coefficient fc (equation 2.32) on the electrode gap
d and the emitter and collector radii r and R respectively, while the electrode length was
constant at 300mm in all cases.
Influence of the electrode gap d on the generated thrust
Investigation of the generated thrust has been conducted on three modules with
electrode gap d1=2cm, d2=3cm and d3=4cm, while the emitter and collector radii were
50μm and 15mm respectively. Plots of the generated thrust per unit electrode length
against the applied voltage and the corona discharge current are presented in figures 5-
23a and 5-23b respectively. Field coefficient fc was derived from the experimental
results (see figure 5-23b), by applying a least square fit to equation (2.32). The average
electric field intensity Eav and the 'active' ionic flow volume Vwc were determined by
COMSOL, considering the included volume by the electric field lines with incidence
angles up to φ=90° (see figure 5-22). The equivalent homogeneous ionic flow volume
was derived in each case according to equation (2.33). Τhe results are given below in
τable 5-8.
Table 5-8 Field coefficient fc and ionic flow volumes Vwc and Vhom with electrode
gap d, for r=50μm and R=15mm.
Electrode gap d (cm) Field Coefficient fc Vwc (cm3) Vhom (cm3)
d1 = 2 0.541 665.8 1193.8
d2 = 3 0.600 919.7 1471.5




Figure 5-23 Generated thrust per unit length (N/m) with (a) applied voltage and (b)
discharge current (A/m) (d1=2cm, d2=3cm and d3=4cm, r=50μm and R=15mm).
As shown in figure 5-23, the generated thrust reduces with the gap distance d, but
on the other hand, the field coefficient fc increases with d (see table 5-8). This is normal,
since larger gaps produce more homogeneous electric fields (fc→1).
Influence of the emitter radius r on the generated thrust
The dependence of the generated thrust on the emitter electrode radius r was also
investigated, with measurements of the thrust on three modules with r1=50μm,
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r2=100μm and r3=250μm, while the electrode gap d and the collector electrode radius R
were 3cm and 15mm respectively. In this case also, fitting curves were drawn according
to equation (2.32). The average electric field intensity Eav, the ionic flow volume Vwc, as
well as the equivalent homogeneous ionic flow volume Vhom, has also been determined
as in the previous section. The results are given in figure 5.24 and table 5-9,
respectively.
Table 5-9 Field coefficient fc and ionic flow volumes Vwc and Vhom with emitter radius r,
for d=3cm and R=15mm.
Emitter radius r (μm) Field Coefficient fc Vwc (cm3) Vhom (cm3)
r1 = 50 0.600 919.7 1471.5
r2 = 100 0.597 920.1 1387.1
r3 = 250 0.594 921 1317.9
As shown in table 5-9, field coefficient fc differs slightly as far as the emitter
radius is concerned. This comes in agreement with the small changes in the ionic flow
volume, due to the fact that the emitter radius is very small in comparison with d or R,




Figure 5-24 Generated thrust per unit length (N/m) with (a) applied voltage and (b)
discharge current (A/m) (r1=50μm, r2=100μm and r3=250μm, d=3cm and R=15mm).
Influence of the collector radius R on the generated thrust
Measurements of the generated thrust were made on three modules with R1=5mm,
R2=10mm and R3=15mm, in order to define the dependence of the thrust on the
collector electrode radius, while the electrode gap d and the emitter electrode radius r
were kept constant at 3cm and 50μm respectively. Fitting curves were drawn, in order to
determine the field coefficient fc for different cylinder radii.  The average electric field
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intensity Eav,  the ionic flow volume Vwc, as well as the equivalent homogeneous ionic
flow volume Vhom, were determined accordingly, as shown in table 5-10.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-25 Generated thrust per unit length (N/m) with (a) applied voltage and (b)
discharge current (A/m) (R1=5mm, R2=10mm and R3=15mm, d=3cm and r=50μm).
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Table 5-10 Field coefficient fc and ionic flow volumes Vwc and Vhom with collector
radius R for d=3cm and r=50μm.
Collector radius R (μm) Field Coefficient fc Vwc (cm3) Vhom (cm3)
R1 = 5mm 0.583 395.3 617
R2 = 10mm 0.592 648 1028.9
R3 = 15mm 0.600 919.7 1471.5
It becomes clear the collector radius R has a very small effect on the field
coefficient fc, but on the other hand, Vwc and Vhom, increase abruptly with R, mainly
because of the electric field line spread-out as R increases.
Thrust per unit Power, Thrust efficiency and Flow efficiency
Based on the above results, the generated thrust (N/m) was plotted against
consumed power per unit electrode length (W/m) for various geometrical characteristics
of the wire-cylinder electrode assembly (see figure 5-26).
In addition, plots of thrust efficiency nF (N/kW) against the thrust per unit length
of the electrodes (N/m) were made for various gaps and emitter and collector radii (see
figure 5-27). The thrust efficiency nF which is the generated thrust per unit consumed
power ratio, is frequently used in bibliography as an overall performance evaluation
factor [35, 49-53, 122].
On the other hand, the thrust efficiency nF (N/kW) was plotted against the applied
voltage (kV) for different gaps, as well as emitter and collector radii, and the results are





Figure 5-26 Generated thrust (N/m) with power (W/m) for various geometrical






Figure 5-27 Thrust efficiency nF (N/kW) with generated thrust (N/m) for various
geometrical characteristics (a) variable electrode gap d, (b) variable emitter radius r and





Figure 5-28 Thrust efficiency nF (N/kW) with applied voltage (kV) for various
geometrical characteristics (a) variable electrode gap d, (b) variable emitter radius r and
(c) variable collector radius R.
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It becomes clear from figures 5-26, 5-27 and 5-28, that in terms of thrust
efficiency, the electrode gap d, primarily, and the wire radius r, secondarily, play the
most important role in the thrust per unit power ratio. The cylinder radius R seems to
have limited effect.
The maximum value of the generated thrust (FL=0.076N/m at 20kV) was
measured for the shortest gap (d1=20mm) as shown in figure 5-26a, but on the other
hand, the efficiency was very low at the same time (≈3N/kW). Although the generated
thrust reduces with d, large gaps favor the thrust per unit power ratio.
The maximum values of efficiency were recorded for the larger gap d3=40mm
(nF=23.3N/kW) as shown in figures 5-27a and 5-28a, but with very low generated thrust
at the same time (≈0.002N/m). This may be attributed to the fact that higher efficiency
values were obtained for lower voltages, as shown in figure 5-28.
Small emitter radii produce higher thrust values, with higher efficiency (see
figures 5-26b and 5-27b). On the other hand, as far as the collector electrode radius is
concerned, increased R resulted in increased generated thrust and thrust per unit power
ratio (see figures 5-26c and 5-27c).
The produced mechanical power in our case may be calculated by:
(5.6)
The electromechanical efficiency is then deduced by the following expression:
(5.7)
where V (V) is the applied voltage, I (A) is the corona discharge current, uD (m/s) is the
ionic wind velocity and F (N) is the generated thrust due to the EHD effect.
The ionic wind velocity measurements have shown that velocities with an average
value of 2.88m/s may be reached within the range of the geometry of this study (see
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Chapter 5.3). In this case, the electromechanical efficiency is relatively low (n=0.8%).
Even though the wire-cylinder arrangement doesn’t seem quite efficient, the thrust per
unit power ratio that has been achieved was high enough considering other similar
studies [49, 52, 53, 122].
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS
The physical phenomenon of the EHD mechanism has been demonstrated and
validated through simulations, experiments and comparisons in the wire-cylinder
electrode configuration under HV DC application. The operational parameters of the
EHD effect, such as the electric field and potential distribution, in altered electrode
arrangements have been investigated, while their dependence on geometrical
characteristics of the electrodes, such as the electrode length, the electrode gap and the
emitter and collector electrode radii, has been examined. In addition, the critical
variables that enhance or undermine the EHD effect have been determined. On this
purpose, both computer modelling and experimental studies have been conducted.
The electric field and potential distribution in typical wire-cylinder electrode
arrangements, under HV DC application, has been studied by implementing the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). On this purpose, open source FEA modelling software
F.E.M.M. ver. 4.2 and dedicated Multiphysics software COMSOL ver. 4.3a have been
implemented. The maximum electric field strength Emax, as well as the minimum
electric field strength Emin, has been examined considering geometrical characteristics of
the electrodes such as the wire radius r, the electrode spacing d and the cylindrical
electrode radius R. The investigation has shown that Emax is mainly associated with the
wire electrode radius r. Smaller wire radii result in higher field intensities around the
wire, especially at the wire’s surface, where the maximum electric field intensity is
observed. In addition, Emax was found to be inversely proportional to the electrode gap
d. Moreover, larger cylinder radii R led to higher Emax values, for constant r and d. On
the other hand, Emin is strongly related to the electrode gap d, while the wire radius r and
the cylindrical electrode radius R have a limited impact on the minimum electric field
intensity. The potential distribution along the axis of the gap in all cases remains almost
the same regardless of the gap distance d. Further analysis of all simulation results has
shown that the maximum electric field intensity may be approximated by an empirical
formula (equation 4.1). The correlation of the simulated data with the empirical formula
results was found to be satisfactory, with an absolute error lower than 4% in all cases.
An approximate technique for the determination of the unipolar saturation current
limit in the wire-cylinder electrode configuration, based on the analysis of the electric
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field lines has also been proposed. The varying length of electric field lines has been
determined by FEA simulations and it has been proven that the ionic saturation current
limit may be calculated by an analytic formula, which defines the saturation current
limit as a function of the applied voltage and other geometrical characteristics of the
electrodes. The unipolar current density distribution over the cylinder's surface is
similar to the well-known Warburg distribution which has been observed in other
electrode geometries as well. According to the results, the closest part of the cylinder's
surface to the wire, contributes at most for the total current, thus leaving the remaining
part almost inactive (see figure 4-18). The proposed model has been verified through
experimental investigation, which has shown that the wire-cylinder unipolar corona
discharge current is closely related to the specified theoretical limits.
The experimental study of the positive corona discharge current in the case of a
parallel wire-cylinder arrangement has shown that the corona discharge current is
related to the applied voltage through a quadratic relationship which also involves a
coefficient k. This finding is in good agreement with the well-known Townsend’s
general model for the corona current which has previously been applied to other typical
geometries. The discharge current decreases with the emitter radius and the electrode
gap, but on the other hand, increases with the collector radius. Based on the analysis of
the experimental measurements, coefficient k was found to be inversely proportional to
the gap distance, yet increasing with the emitter and collector radii. The analysis of the
experimental results has led to an expression for coefficient k as a function of the wire-
cylinder distance d and the wire and cylinder radii r and R respectively. This formula
resembles similar formulae found in literature for other electrode geometries and may
be used in various applications where corona discharge generation with a wire-cylinder
electrode pair could be used for. In addition, the CIV in each case has been
experimentally determined and the results have been verified with simulation results, as
well as with empirical formulae values. Simulation and experimental results have
shown that the CIV was mainly associated to the wire radius r, while the distance d
between the electrodes had a secondary importance. On the other hand, the cylinder’s
radius R seemed to have insignificant affection to the inception of the positive corona
discharges.
The study of the positive corona ionic wind generation has shown that the ionic
wind velocity is an approximately linear function of the applied voltage and is
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proportional to the square root of the discharge current. Parametric analysis in our case
showed that the ionic wind velocity decreases with the electrode gap d and the emitter
radius r, but, on the contrary, increases with the cylinder radius R. The electrode gap d
and the collector electrode radius R, are of high importance to the field line distribution,
as noted before, and consequently to the discharge cross section Acs, while the emitter
radius r seems to have a minimal effect on Acs. As the gap increases, the function of
geometry kG increases as well, while kG reduces with the collector radius R. The
influence of the emitter radius r seems to be of secondary importance for the function of
geometry.
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the generated thrust due to the EHD
effect has also been conducted. Due to the fact that the reduction in weight of the
electrode system that has been measured with the precision balance was ranging
between 0-2.31gr (0.58% of the overall weight) the assembly could not balance, hence
the measurements have not been biased by the EHD effect. A theoretical model has
been presented, based on the momentum exchanges, through collisions, between the
field force-accelerated ions and the electrically neutral air molecules. A field coefficient
fc has been introduced in order to determine the generated thrust as a function of the
corona current intensity. Experimental results have shown a linear relationship between
the generated thrust and the corona discharge current, while parametric analysis showed
that smaller electrode gaps and emitter radii resulted in increased thrust. The
experimental findings were in good agreement with theoretical expectations according
to the proposed model. The wire-cylinder setup that has been used seems to be quite
efficient in terms of thrust per unit power ratio [49, 52, 53, 122].
The variation of the key EHD flow parameters with the electrode configuration at
20kV is presented in Table 6-1. It becomes clear that the maximum velocity and thrust
values (2.88m/s and 0.076N/m respectively) have been obtained with the shortest gap
(d= 2cm), which produced the higher field inhomogeneity and as a consequence the
higher electric field intensity (Emax= 55.6·106V/m). At the same time the thrust per unit
power ratio was 2.82N/kW with an electromechanical efficiency of 0.81%. On the other
hand, the larger gap (d= 4cm) produced lower velocity and thrust values (1.41m/s and
0.039N/m respectively at 20kV potential difference) but, favoured the thrust per unit
power ratio (7.28N/kW) and the efficiency (1.02%).
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Generally, small emitter radii and large gaps favour the electromechanical
efficiency with respect to the wind velocity and the generated thrust. Moreover, large
gaps and collector radii are in favour of the thrust per unit power ratio. On the other
hand, as far as the maximum values of velocity and thrust are concerned, an optimized
electrode configuration would be consisted of a thin emitter wire and a significantly
larger radius collector set in a limited distance to each other, within the limits of the
geometry used in this study.

















(r = 50μm and
R = 15mm)
d ( cm)
2 55.6·106 2.88 0.076 2.82 0.81
3 51.4·106 1.91 0.056 4.88 0.93
4 48.6·106 1.41 0.039 7.28 1.02
2nd set
(d = 3cm and
R = 15 mm)
r (μm)
50 51.4·106 1.91 0.056 4.88 0.93
100 28.2·106 1.52 0.038 4.89 0.74
250 13·106 1.18 0.026 5.46 0.64
3rd set
(r = 50μm and
d = 3 cm)
R (mm)
5 47.2·106 1.69 0.038 4.78 0.80
10 50·106 1.8 0.051 5.14 0.92
15 51.4·106 1.91 0.056 4.88 0.93
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APPENDIX
During the PhD research some BEng and MSc dissertations have been co-
supervised along with the official supervisor Professor Antonios Moronis.
M. Konstantinidi, 2011, “Study of EHD Effect in Asymmetric High Voltage
Capacitors”, MSc Dissertation, Heriot-Watt University.
K. Kantouna, 2011, “Electric field and air flow modeling in high voltage electrode
configurations during corona discharge”, MSc Dissertation, Heriot-Watt University.
E.D. Fylladitakis, 2012, “Evaluation of the ionic wind effect - Air cooling applications
and e-learning adaptation”, MSc Dissertation, Heriot-Watt University.
N. Simou, 2012, “Modeling and simulation of the Electric field distribution with the aid
of Finite Element Method, under high voltage DC in asymmetric electrode
configuration”, BEng Dissertation, Heriot-Watt University.
The main results of these dissertations, or their development, have been published
in form of papers in scientific journals and international conference proceedings and are
not included in this thesis.
E.D. Fylladitakis, A.X.  Moronis & K.N. Kiousis, 2014, “Experimental evaluation of a
needle-to-grid EHD pump prototype for semiconductor cooling applications“,
International Journal of Circuits systems and Signal Processing, Vol. 8, pp. 337-342.
E.D. Fylladitakis , A.X. Moronis & K.N. Kiousis, "Design of a prototype EHD air
pump for electronic chip cooling applications", IOP International Journal of Plasma
Science and Technology, Vol.16, No.5, pp. 491-501.
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